Edna Mode’s Five More Reasons
Why No Capes!
This summer movie audiences will be treated to the longawaited sequel to the 2004 Pixar masterpiece, The Incredibles.
One of the many amazing highlights of the first of these films
is the great Edna Mode, fashion designer extraordinaire who is
the former uniform designer for the now defunct superhero
program. Edna has seen it all and learned it all concerning
superhero uniform lore. And one cardinal rule she lives by: NO
CAPES! And why is she so adamant about this? Mr. Incredible
really wants a cape for his new costume, but for Edna that is
a no can do, and she jots out five good examples for why not:
1.) Thunderhead’s cape snagged on a launched missile.; 2.)
Stratogale’s cape caught in a jet turbine.; 3.) Metroman’s
cape was caught one express elevator.; 4.) Dynaguy’s cape was
snagged on takeoff.; 5.) Splashdown’s cape caused him to be
sucked down into a vortex. However, these were not Edna’s only
reasons for the no cape rule. They were merely the only ones
that came to mind to prove her point in that moment. There are
more that are probably a little more bizarre and require more
explanation, which is likely why she wisely chose not to use
them. Behold five more of Edna’s reasons:

1. Dazzler was humiliated to superpowerlessness after being
mercilessly laughed at and mocked for his flowery, fancy boy
cape. Dazzler was born gifted with the power to shoot glitter
and liquidified gold from his fingertips at will. To go with
his sparkly theme, Dazzler had Edna create the most dazzling,
breathtaking superhero suit of all time complete with a
flowing, multicolored cape filled with lots of tassels, beads,
and floral designs. One fateful day he encountered the evil
Green Boys who were called that because they were green and
boys. My friends, on that day they defeated Dazzler, not with

knife or gun or any sort of supernatural weapon, but with
killing words. It was his cape that did him in. The Green Boys
mercilessly, callously mocked his cape until no shred of his
former superhuman self remained. He was reduced to normalcy.
He and his family moved to Detroit where he took on the
miserable life of the miserable apprentice of a miserable
party clown for the rest of his days.

2. Invector was distracted because he couldn’t find his
invisible cape. Most of his super colleagues mistakenly
assumed that he was among the new breed of modern capeless
superheroes. This was not the case. He had had Edna fashion
him an ordinary invisible cape for the sole purpose of
thinking, “hey, I’m awesome because I have an invisible cape.
Plus, Wonder Woman will dig me with her invisible jet.” But
alas the invisible cape was his undoing. In the midst of a
battle he lost his cape and not finding the invisible article,
his arch nemesis, Arabian Knight, was able to easily able to
slay him with his gleaming laser scimitar.

3. Ghorozoid was tangled in his Guinness Book of World Records
long cape. He had convinced Edna to create for him the longest
cape in superhero history. This thing was an incredible 20
feet long. This meant that while on the job he had to keep
running really, really fast so it wouldn’t drag. But although
it was so impractical and high maintenance, he still wanted to
have it for his uniform. It was his precious. One day he fell
into the pursuit of the nefarious Maze Master who led him on a
baffling chase here, there, up, down, all the directions you
can think of, it was there. Pretty soon Ghorozoid was wrapped
up in his cape like a moth in a cacoon. Took him a week to get
out. Invector kindly spoon fed his colleague during this time.
No, Ghorozoid didn’t die, but he left the profession in abject
humiliation.

I don’t know why he was called Ghorozoid. Quit asking so many
questions.

4. The Rolling Stone fell off a cliff after his dangling
cape’s technology malfunctioned and took rock form. A fateful
nuclear accident in his laboratory gifted Dr. Edwin Magma with
the ability to transform himself into a Rock-and-Roller made
entirely of rock. From that day forward he was gifted with
stone transformability, song, dance, and a golden electric
guitar that shot lightning bolts. His signature move in the
heat of battle was following a lightning bolt kill with a
totally legendary guitar solo. To match his rock and rocking
power, Edna fashioned a suit girded with a cape chock full of
the latest igneous rock formation technology. Thus, when Stone
took rocker rock form, so did his cape. To take this form he
had but to hold aloft his golden guitar and summon the power
of the Castle of the Rolling Stones. But very sadly for
Rolling Stone, the cape short-circuited at a most inopportune
moment. As he gazed for his foe from a high cliff, his caped
dangled over the edge malfunction, and you know… To this day,
Edna contends that it was not her suit that malfunctioned but
user error by the Rolling Stone who was too busy shredding a
totally rad guitar solo atop the high precipice to notice that
he had inadvertently activated his cape’s rock powers.

5. OnomonoTia was blown away when the wind caught her
billowing cape. It was as a very young girl that Tia Watson
first felt a desire to rid the world of evil and darkness by
filling this void with words that sound like what they mean.
We’re talking things like snap, crackle, pop, whiz, bang, pow,
etc. This desire grew and grew. She attended college,
graduating with a degree in English. It was during this years
that she became BFFs with a fellow English student who would
one day become her arch nemesis, Princess Punctuatress. After

graduation, the two assumed their secret identities and parted
ways. They were only to meet again three years later on the
shores of the Pacific for a last stand. Their battle was
fierce that day my friends. There were “pows!” and “zaps! And
“Whams!” aplenty. Commas and periods and semi-colons were
flying everywhere. Suddenly a strong wind blew in from the
east, collecting in OnomonoTia’s parachute-like cape and
whisking her away, “Whooosh!” was her parting word of wisdom
to the civilized world. “Exclamatioooon!” Cried Princess
Punctuatress in victory and defiance mixed with some bit of
sadness. Watson was soon lost to view, never to be seen again.
Legend says she happily lived out her days on a mysterious
island far, far away where the bees buzz, the duck’s cluck,
the leaves rustle, and everything else sounds like what they
mean. And she also married an islander named Chief Onomono.

So if you intend to live a life of daring do, you are best to
heed the very learned and experienced advice of Edna: NO
CAPES!

